
Readings - Descartes First Meditation 
… in which are demonstrated the existence of God and the distinction between the human soul and 
body

NB: first philosophy is a label for metaphysics, tradition which Aristotle started

To establish anything for certain we must "demolish everything completely and start again 
from the foundations" 

-

Not only should we withhold assent from obviously false propositions but also those that are 
"not completely certain and indubitable"

-

We cannot trust our senses, because our senses can deceive us-

So not only must we ignore everything that is uncertain but also those that are ambiguous?-

First Meditation: on what must be called into doubt 

Set aside anything in which there is doubt-

Everything which can be doubted will be treated as though it is outright false-

Descartes is searching for certainty, or the certain knowledge that nothing can be known for 
certain

-

The memory tells only lies; we have no senses; body, shape, extension, movement, place are 
illusions

-

If we can assert the proposition that I am or I exist, then we must exist -

I am, I exist. I doubt, therefore I think, therefore I am-

Proposes that if we were to stop thinking, we potentially would stop existing, but the form 
that this "thinking being" takes may not be a body as such

-

"I am not that structure of limbs and organs that is called a human body; nor am I a thin 
vapour that permeates the limbs—a wind, fire, air, breath, or whatever I imagine; for I have 
supposed all these things to be nothing because I have supposed all bodies to be nothing."

-

How do we separate these attributes from ourselves if we are on a quest for certainty? ○

"That is a long list of attributes for me to have—and it really is I who have them all. Why 
should it not be? Isn’t it one and the same ‘I’ who now doubts almost everything, understands 
some things, affirms this one thing—·namely, that I exist and think·, denies everything else, 
wants to know more, refuses to be deceived, imagines many things involuntarily, and is aware 
of others that seem to come from the senses? Isn’t all this just as true as the fact that I exist, 
even if I am in a perpetual dream, and even if my creator is doing his best to deceive me? 
Which of all these activities is distinct from my thinking? Which of them can be said to be 
separate from myself?"

-

Sensing should be understood as "seeming" to experience, and this is another form of thinking-

The nature of bodies does not come from the imagination but the mind - what is Descartes 
distinction between the two? Doesn’t the mind produce imagined concepts as well as true, 
certain ones? The mind can think, and if those thoughts are imagined, but false, should they 
be considered certain or uncertain or ambiguous and tossed aside anyway? 

-

The mind's faculty of judgement is the source of sense data? Can we therefore not trust even 
our judgements? 

-

The nature of our own mind is established by the perception of other 'bodies' and the 
judgements we make about them. Whether we really see these 'bodies' or only think we see 
them is irrelevant. But if the senses cannot be trusted, how is it possible to NOT distinguish 
between when we "see" and when we "think we see"? One is produced from sense data, and 
one is an abstraction from the mind. Is this a distinction of idealism?

-

Second Meditation: the nature of the human mind and how it is better known than the body 

Lecture

Logic, ethics, physics-

Logic: reasoning and validity-

Ethics: morality, good, value theories-

Philosophy can be divided into three ancient or four modern categories:
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Ethics: morality, good, value theories-

Epistemology: problem of knowledge (the how) -

How would I know if I was a robot vs what defines a robot○

Metaphysics: nature of being and things (the what)-

Developing and criticising arguments and analysing concepts○

If you object to the conclusion you must criticise the structure or the premises○

THE PHILOSOPHICAL METHOD!-

Is philosophy characterised by its topics or its approach? 

Think for yourself. Take responsibility for your thoughts and learn to think critically but understand 
the perspective of others. Explore the weaknesses of your own views. Socrates called living this self-
critical way the examined life. 

Writing at beginning of Age of Enlightenment which had important consequences for present 
day practices

-

In politics the ideas of human rights, equality, freedom of thought and speech originated here-

These ideas fuelled revolutions and the modern political order-

Why not start with Aristotle and Plato rather than Descartes because philosophy has a much longer 
history before him? 

Metaphysics written by Aristotle: nature of material things, causation, actuality and possible, 
fundamental questions about reality 

-

Descartes does not provide a treatise, but meditations-

We cannot answer the questions yet, we need to develop a method for how these questions 
can be addressed

-

Through views of epistemology he addresses metaphysics as well-

Meditations on First Philosophy 

He believed false things, and absorbed false information which now troubles him1.
He wants to establish stable scientific knowledge2.
Therefore he must demolish everything he knows and start again from the foundations3.

We have for centuries accepted ignorance but must now emancipate human consciousness 
(Kant in support of Descartes)

-

First person indicates that every individual could and should reject tradition and start again from 
foundations using individual reasoning 

Shared a conception of the world that it is governed by laws that can be discovered through 
observation and rationalism

-

Divinity was supposed to be ultimate guarantee of knowledge (so this philosophical approach 
was a new system of thought) 

-

If we cannot trust our senses because they deceive us and this causes doubt then why is 
observation emphasised in science? Is this something Descartes realised before / after / 
during his scepticism and sweeping of everything off the table?

○

Observation is subjective and local, how does it prove reliable when our senses are 
proven unreliable? 

○

Why should mathematical reasoning apply to the world of matter when mathematical 
concepts are abstractions we cannot observe?

○

Why are the methods of modern science such a good guide to reality? -

Start of scientific revolution - Galileo, Copernicus, Descartes, Newton 

Descartes doesn't need to establish the falseness of every belief, if he doubts the beliefs underlying 
all others then destroying the foundations will cause all others to fall (like the foundations of a 
building) - by demolishing the basic principles then all his other former beliefs will also be proven 
false 

Arguments
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Reasons (premises) for claims and examining reasons for those beliefs -

Declarative sentences - sentences that can be evaluated as true or false-

Can an argument exist with zero premises as a conclusion alone?-

If the roads are wet, it rained recently1.
The roads are wet2.
Therefore
It rained recently3.

It is impossible for every premise to be true without the conclusion also being true○

Deductively valid arguments: accepting the premises forces you to accept the conclusion-

If I have green skin, I am an alien1.
I have green skin2.

This argument is deductively valid - but it does not follow laws of logic? So 
does that mean it is possible for logic to not align with reality?

□
I am an alien3.

An argument is valid if and only if it is impossible for all premises to be true without the 
conclusion also being true 

-

And an argument can be valid even if one or more of its premises are false○

Arguments can be valid or invalid -

Sound arguments are valid arguments where all premises are true-

Arguments

Back to Descartes:

Our senses deceive us. We cannot accept for certain anything that we realise through our 
senses or sense data

-

Therefore we must rely on rational thought instead to establish truths about the world-

Is it true to say cannot trust completely those who have deceived us once?-

My senses have sometimes deceived me1.
If someone deceives you even once, then you can never trust them2.

Is premise 2 true? Even Descartes rejects it!○

Therefore, I can never trust my senses.3.

If I were to doubt the most obvious deliverances of the senses, then I would be likening myself 
to a madman

1.

[I should not liken myself to a madman] - is this implicit premise justified?
Therefore I should not doubt the most obvious deliverances of the senses2.

"Whatever I have accepted until now as most true has come to me through my senses. But 
occasionally I have found that they have deceived me, and it is unwise to trust completely those 
who have deceived us even once"

'Good' arguments may not be valid.

Arguments often rely on unstated assumptions

In order to know anything through my senses, I must first know that I am not dreaming1.
The only evidence I have that I am not dreaming comes from my senses2.
Therefore I cannot know that I am not dreaming3.
Therefore I cannot know anything through the senses4.
There are two conclusions; it is two arguments-

Space and time are experienced in dreams, and these are real; as are physical objects-

The dreaming argument

In order to know anything through my senses, I must first know that I am not being deceived 
by an evil demon

1.

The only evidence I had that I am not being deceived comes from my senses2.
I cannot know that I am not being deceived by an evil demon3.
Therefore I cannot know anything through the senses4.

The evil demon argument
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